











 

 










  

"I shall appreciate if you please give your response and highlight the contents of this pamphlet where 

you feel you disagree with the beliefs of Lahori Jamaat.Your response will be a source of light to so

many Ahmadies who have failed to understand and recognize the status of Hazrat Masih Maud AS."
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"I have gone through this article and Masha Allah you have given a very detailed and comparative 

response and I hope other Ahmadies shall also realize this and understand the real status of Hazrat

Masih Maud AS." 
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"Intererestly what you have mentioned in your article about both the Jamaats going into Afraat and 

Tafreet, last year I met the sister (aapa Zubaida) of Dr. Karim Saeed Pasha, the Amir of Lahore

Jamaat here in Austin and I said the same thing to her that I feel that Qadianies have gone into Afraat

in their beliefs about Hazrat Masih Maud AS and Lahories have gone into Tafreet.She disagreed with

what I said about Lahore Jamaat's beliefs."














"Although you have covered all the areas but I feel you have missed 2 very important points. You may 

add this two points narrated by Hazrat Masih Maud AS if you so wish;"







"1. ibtada he say mera yah mazhab hai keh mairay dawa kay inkaar say koi shaks Kafir ya Dajjal nahi 

hoe jaata.  Taryaqul-Quloob page 130."















   

 



  





 












 


 








 2. Mera Inkaar taiz talwar ki dhaar per haath rakhna hay. (I forgot the reference). Sayings of Hazrat 

Masih Maud AS.





3. Regarding the Katbaa on the grave, I am sure Lahore Jamaat shall say that it was approved by

Anjuman and later by Hazrat Khalifa Awwal.That means Hazrat Hakeem Noor-ud-Din was responsible

for degrading the status of Hazrat Masih Maud AS.





























 

















 



 















 























Suggestion.

Can you please add these few stanzas of the poem  in Persian by Hazrat Masih Maud AS at the end

of your article about his Mazhab in Siraj Muneer zameema page 

maa Musalmaaneem az fazle khuda

Mustapfa Mara Imam-o-Muqtada

'

'

'

'

Hasat oo kahirul Rusul Khairul Anaam

her Nabuwwat ra baro shud ikhtatam

In all there are about 14 stanzas that give the detailed beliefs of Hazrat Masih Maud AS in his own

words.





 Suggestion





















 commmments 

I have read your article #39 which was written in response to my request. Your response is very

thorough but I feel you were not right when you said that Lahore Jammat does not regard Hazrat

Masih Maud AS as zilli, baroozi, or Ummati Nabi or Rasool. Infact if you had read Mujjadid-e-Azam

written by Dr Basharat Ahmed Sahib who has clearly explained the term Nabuwwat and Majjazi

Nabuwwat you would have been more careful in giving your verdict.























  






 






 

 








 











Regarding the stone on the grave of Hazrat Sahib it was mounted and approved by the Anjuman

which included 6 members that remain with in Qadian after Split. The said stone was also approved 

by Hazrat Khalifat-ul-Masih Maulana Noor-ud-Din. Does it mean Mirza Mahmud delibrated degraded

the the status of his father Hazrat Masih Maud AS.



The 2 references from Seeratul Mahdi and Zikr-e-Habib are irrelevant as these books were written

during the Khilafat of Mirza Mahmud AS.

 relevant  Irrelevant 



Regarding the change of Status in 1901, I feel is also not correct. Will you change your claim in future

if Allah instructs you??





 




 

























 

















 






































